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By Richard Rabicoff

We can all take pride in the

enormous entrepreneurial energy of

Silicon Alley and the vibrancy of New

York's startup community. Day after

day we hear, and at citybizlist we

report, the innovative activity of local

early stage companies and their

investors.

Yesterday Business Insider highlighted "The 25 Hot NYC Startups

You Need To Watch," and it was a typically stunning group. It

was also stunningly lopsided in terms of gender. Only three of

the companies featured a woman at the helm: PublicStuff,

founded by Lily Liu; Loverly, founded by Kellee Khalil; and Joor,

founded by Mona Bijoor. (And yes, all three are women of color.)

While this is perhaps endemic to the entrepreneurial process

nationwide, we at citybizlist want to be sure the distaff side

receives its fair shake. So here we spotlight the three female

founders who graced Business Insider's pack of 25, all based in

New York City. This is what the article had to say about each.

PublicStuff

Date Founded: 2011 (via Kingfish Labs)

Founder: Lily Liu

Concept: A platform for submitting requests to your city in the

cloud; it utilizes social media so help tickets can be filed and tracked in real-time.

Funding: Investors include Lerer Ventures, First Round Capital and High Peaks Venture Partners

Why You Should Care: Cities spend a lot of time and resources developing helplines and

community management systems. If you live in New York, you've undoubtedly seen its multi-

million-dollar 311 system for connecting the public w ith government services. PublicStuff is a

much cheaper solution that's easier to manage and use.

Loverly

Date Founded: July 2011

Founder: Kellee Khalil

Concept: A wedding channel that uses the power of a large network to drive traffic and

advertising dollars to small publishers.

Funding: $500,00 from Joanne Wilson, Mike Edwards, Jordy Levy, Mike Yavonditte, Anu Duggal,

and Charles Smith.

Why You Should Care: In just a few short months, Khalil has created a network of 26 blogs

spanning 10 million monthly pageviews and 1.8 million monthly uniques.

In addition, she's helping the publishers tag all of their wedding photos so brides can purchase

everything they find on their sites. Khalil's team adds notes about the items featured, the color,
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the designer, the photographer and more. It's like a more information-intensive Pinterest for

brides-to-be.

Khalil has gotten a lot of attention from big industry names too. Martha Stewart has met w ith

her and another big wedding publisher tried to scare her out of launching. Her current investors

are impressed w ith Khalil's progress too. We wouldn't be surprised to see them throw in more

cash.

Joor

Date founded: March 2010

Founder: Mona Bijoor

Concept: An easy way for boutiques to buy wholesale from multiple designers at once online,

and for designers to see the boutiques displaying their clothing.

Funding: $2.25 million from Battery Ventures, Lerer Ventures, Great Oaks VC, Landis Capital,

Forerunner Ventures, W illiam M. Smith and Richard Mishaan.

Why you should care: Before Joor, if a boutique wanted to carry designer brands, it was a painful

and tedious process. It had to call each company and play phone tag before eventually placing

an order.

Joor makes wholesale buying much easier. It works w ith hundreds of brands and thousands of

boutiques and allows boutiques to place bulk orders w ith multiple brands at once on its platform.

The boutiques also have profile pages, so designers can see where their products w ill be sold.

Right now Joor only works w ith fashion labels, but it has plans to move into other categories, like

home decor. It's a great way for small mom and pop shops to carry big name brands.

See the 22 New York startups led by male entrepreneurs: http://tinyurl.com/73cwpqy
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